
Unleash peak team 
performance >

The IGNITED-Team 
Certification 
Your speedy, comprehensive, and reliable 
solution to peak team performance.

Behavioural 
Skills Company 



In the new world of business, success demands 
organizations to evolve as integrated networks 
of supercharged teams. 

These are the times where technology has 
connected organizations and markets across 
the globe, like never before.

Today, every company is a global company, 
whether they operate locally or internationally. 

In these times, the #1 issue on leaders’ minds is, 
how to redesign organizational structure to 
achieve business success in the new ecosystem.

A large body of research indicates that today 
organizations need to create self-perpetual 
teams capable of setting and achieving big, 

hairy, audacious goals via peak team 
performance. 

Recently, the Deloitte Human Capital Report, 
surveying over 7,000 companies across 130 
countries, found out “the new mode of 
organization—a “network of teams” with a high 
degree of empowerment, strong 
communication, and rapid information flow—
sweeping businesses and governments around 
the world.”

The IGNITED -Team Certification is your 
speedy, comprehensive, and reliable solution 
to peak performance.

In the new world of business, success demands 
organizations to evolve as integrated networks of 

supercharged teams. 



The IGITED-Team Certification is 
based on the IGNITE 3.15 Model of 
Supercharged Teamwork. 

The program combines assessment with a robust training 
and coaching experience to equip teams with 15 
behavioural skills of peak performance.



3 Dimensions
15 Behavioural Skills

A group of behavioural scientists and industry experts developed The IGNITE 3.15 Model of 
Supercharged Teamwork at the Behavioural Skills Company, Waterloo ON Canada,  in 2016.  The 
model captures insights from over a decade of academic research and international consulting 
in analyzing and upgrading teams from a wide variety of organizations across the world. Over 

the years of practice, IGNITE 3.15 has been established as a well-known speedy, comprehensive, 
and reliable framework to ignite teams to peak performance.

Psychological Safety Cognitive Diversity Self-Accountability

Empathy Talent-Aware Motivation

Trust Diverse Perspectives Big Picture

Mistakes Productive Conflict Role Clarity

Support Inclusion Can-do Spirit

Tolerance Innovation Dependability

What is the IGNITE 3.15 
Model of Supercharged 
Teamwork?



How the IGNITED Team 
Certification Works? 

A detailed analysis of the unique strengths and challenges of a team 
within the three dimensions of power teamwork. and the 15 behavioural 
skills that comprise them.

IGNITE 3.15 Team Assessment

Initiating into the IGNITE framework with five 3-hour facilitation sessions 
to master the 15 behavioural skills of peak team performance, commit to 
a mutually-developed Team Charter of Values.

Behavioural Skills Training

Three post-training, 1-hour coaching sessions, spread over a month to 
ensure assimilation of the learned behaviours.

Coaching Follow-up 

Graduating teams earn the IGNITED Team Certification. Team members 
earn the valuable credential, The IGNITED Team Player, and join the 
international fraternity of IGNITED Team Players. 

Graduation



What is the IGNITE 3.15 
Team Assessment Report?

A Detailed Behavioural Skills 
Assessment of Your Team

IGNITE Team Assessment is a 10-page analysis of 
your team on the 15 behavioural skills of 
supercharged teamwork. That is how we learn 
about the strengths and challenges of your team 
and customize appropriate interventions to ignite 
them to peak performance.



Your speedy, comprehensive, and reliable 
solution to peak team performance.

Why IGNITED Team 
Certification is the best 
solution to peak team 
performance? 

A Comprehensive Team 
Solution

Assessment & Precision 
Training & Coaching

Focused on ROI

A holistic solution targeted 
to complete behavioural 
remodelling and 
customized to the unique 
strengths and challenges 
of the team.

Combining personality and 
team assessment with 
robust training and 
coaching experience, 
IGNITE 3.15 ensures lasting 
transformation to the team 
dynamic. 

Designed as a high-impact 
learning regimen measured 
along rooting out and 
replacing counter-
productive with peak team 
performance behaviours.



A behvioural skills  learning and development firm, we are dedicated to igniting 
teams to peak performance. We advise corporations, governments, not-for-

profits and other types of organizations.

Behavioural Skills Company

604 – 50 Mooregate Crescent, Kiitchener ON Canada
ignite@behaviourskill.ca +1 226 606 7170
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